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1. Introduction 
Nzikou (B74a) and Boma  (B74b) (also known as Eb    ) are considered the same variety 
of Teke (B74), and are referred to here as Boma-Nzikou. They are part of the B70 Teke 
cluster of languages, spoken across central Congo, north and southwest of Brazzaville, 
and extending east and west into DRC and Gabon. The Teke people in Congo-Brazzaville 
number around 600,000 or 17% of the population (CIA world factbook 2012).  
 
This is both a diachronic and synchronic study of vowel changes caused by second 
consonant (C₂) loss in Boma-Nzikou. Data for comparative analysis is taken from Proto-
Bantu (PB) reconstructions1 and the following varieties of Teke: Tege/Teke-Alima (B71), 
Ngungwel (B72), Tyee (B73d), Boma-Nzikou (B74), Ibali (B75), Kukuya (B77a), and 
Fuumu/Wuumu (B77b).2 3  
 
Dialect survey carried out in the Teke cluster by Josué Ndamba (1996) indicates that 
lexical proximity between both Boma-Nzikou and Kukuya, and Boma-Nzikou and 
Ngungwel (its nearest neighbours to the east and north respectively) may be as high as 
85%. However, whereas most Teke varieties including Kukuya have five oral vowels /i ɛ a 
  u/ with few or no nasalised vowels, this paper posits for Boma-Nzikou nine oral vowels 
/i ɪ e ɛ a   o ʊ u/ and                           ɪ   ɛ       ʊ   /,      r  u t  f C₂ loss in 
stems4. Ngungwel has seven oral /i, e, ɛ, a,  , o, u/ and five nasalised vowels /  ɛ        /, 
with stems that are even more truncated.  
 

                                                 
1
 Bantu Grammatical Reconstructions (Meeussen 1967) and Bantu Lexical Reconstructions (Nurse & 

Philippson 2006:160-163) 
2
 Tege, spoken in Gabon, has the same Guthrie classification as Teke-Alima spoken on the Congo side of the 

border, although there are some differences. Wuumu is considered a sub-variety of Fuumu. 
3
 The Teke data was collected over the past three decades by SIL linguists: Ole-Bjorn and Anne-Lise 

Kristensen, Ken Wesche, Gary and Cathy Dawson, Pauline Linton, Helga Müller, Angela Ngumbu, Jeremy 

Brown and Ruth Raharimanantsoa. Additional data came from Jean-Marie Hombert (1986). I gained further 

insights into vowel processes from Rod Casali (personal communications 2002), and Christina Thornell who 

supervised my studies at the University of Gothenburg. 
4
 It is however possible that /ɪ/ and /ʊ/ are allophones of /e/ and /o/. Further research is needed. 
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2. Consonant and vowel inventories for Boma-Nzikou 
Table 1: Consonant phonemes (Orthographic representations in brackets) 

 

 

 [ɾ]           ph     f  t   h      C₂ p   t      
 [d] is an allophone of /l/ when preceded by /n/  
 
A   th  c       t ph   m    ccur    f r t c       t (C₁) p   t        t m , but    y 
/t/(>[ɾ]),    ,          b   ccur    C₂ p   t   . 
 
 Table 2: Vowel phonemes (Orthographic representations in brackets) 
 

                  Backness 
Height 

 
Front 

 
Central 

 
Back 

High   1st degree 
           2nd degree 

i        u        
      ɪ(ɨ)  ɪ  (  )        ʊ(ʉ)  ʊ (ʉ ) 

Mid    3rd degree 
          4th degree 

        e         o 
ɛ    ɛ              

Low   5th degree         
 
Table 3 shows sequences of vowels belonging to separate syllables, attested word finally 
in Boma-Nzikou.1 Only the second vowel (V₂) is nasalised, although nasalisation then 
spreads leftwards onto an identical first vowel (V₁). The sequences in brackets are found 
only in the past conjugation of verbs. 
 
Table 3: Word final hiatus2 sequences in Boma-Nzikou  
 

         V₂ 
V₁    

i       ɪ     ɪ   e     ɛ      ɛ  a                 o ʊ     ʊ  u        

i ii       (ie)3 iɛ ia      i     i   (io)  iu4   
ɪ  ɪɪ   ɪ  ɪ     ɪa  ɪ  ɪ     ɪ   (ɪo)   
e/ɛ   (ee)  ɛɛ  ɛ ɛ    ɛ    ɛ   (eo)   
a     aa    a    a   (ao)   
 /o                (oo)   
ʊ      ʊ    ʊ    ʊʊ  ʊ ʊ   
u   (ue)³  ua u    u   (uo)  uu      
 

I posit that these hiatus sequences result from C₂     t   , which has also produced 
nasalised vowels, long vowels, the high vowels /ɪ/ and /ʊ/, and the mid vowel phonemes 
/e/ and /o/. 
                                                 
1
 No sequences of vowels occur between consonants, apart from long vowels in the same syllable. 

2
 Hiatus can be defined as "a sequence of adjacent vowels belonging to separate syllables" (Casali 2011: p1434).  

3
 Apart from past conjugaisons of verbs, the sequences /ie/ and /ue/ are also found in the different words for  'all' 

according to the noun class: wue, bue, mie, lue, mue, kie, bvie, yue 
4
 Words ending in /iu/ are rare e.g. mpiu/mpii 'night', miu 'thief', kiu 'ritual dance'. 

Plosives p      b  t   k    g 
Fricatives  f  s ʃ(sh)  
Affricates  pf    bv  ts    dz   
Nasals m  n  ɲ(ny) ŋ 
Approximants  ɥ(yw)    y w 
Laterals   l    
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3. Processes resulting from C₂ loss in Boma-Nzikou stems 
 

3.1 Nasalised vowels 
Data from Jean-Marie Hombert (Table 4: Hombert 1986: 378-379) shows that V₂ 
nasalisation occurs in Boma-Nzikou following the deletion of both PB *m and *mb. A 
classic example of this process is the name for the language: 'Boma', which is called 
'Eb    ' by speakers themselves. In Fuumu and Kukuya only *b is lost, so no nasalisation 
occurs, and in Ibali nasalisation only occurs when *mb deletes.  
 
Table 4: PB*V₁mV₂     *V₁mbV₂   th Fuumu, Kukuya, Ibali and Boma-Nzikou reflexes 
(Hombert 1986)1 
  

 
The data in Table 4 shows the following hiatus sequences occuring in Boma-Nzikou after 
C₂     ,   th th    c          (V₂) b c m  g          ,             t     pr     g 
  ft  r   t  V₁  f th          r  th    m .  
 

       *V₁[+fr  t]   mb V₂  →  /i  /                 *V₁[+fr  t]          m V₂  →  /yʊ  , y  / 
       *V₁[+   ]      mb V₂  →  /a  /                      *V₁[-front, -high]   m V₂  → /    ,   / 
       *V₁[+b ck]    mb V₂  →  /u  ,   /3              *V₁[-front,+high]  m V₂  → /ʊ  , ʊ ʊ /³ 
 
Hombert (1986: 371) notes that all the nasalised reflexes are back vowels, perhaps due 
to the labialisation effect of *m before it is deleted, and that th  qu   ty  f th  PB V₁    
very significant. Glide formation also occurs following *m deletion,  f V₁      fr  t      . 
 
 

                                                 
1
  i h tone is  ar ed    an acute accent on the  o el    ), low tone is unmarked. 

2
 [ɒ] in Ta le 4 is pronounced as [ɔ] in Bo a-Nzikou today, and [o] often as [ʊ], althou h the nasalisation 

 a es it difficult to distin uish  et een [ ] and [ʊ ].  o e er, [o] is clearl  [ʊ]  hen it is  ₁. 
3
 The sequences /-  / and /-ʊ ʊ / do not occur in verb infinitives, but only in other parts of speech.   

English gloss PB Fuumu Kukuya Ibali Nzikou  
(current pronunciation in 
brackets is my addition)2 

to swell *b mb-a b m  by  m  b  m  b    
bat *gembʊ  ŋ-gyem   ŋ-gy  m  ŋ-gi   ŋ-g    
monitor lizard *b mbɪ m-b m  m-b  m    -b       -b       (-b   ) 
seven *cambʊ n-samo n-tsaami n-saa  -t       (-t    ) 
broom *k mb  k  m  k   m   -k     -k       (-ku  ) 
to buy *cʊ mb-a   m  f m  f  um  f  m  f          (-f   ) 
name *kʊ mbʊ  ŋ-k m  ŋ-k   m  ŋ-k  m  ŋ-k     (-k  )  
to dig *t m-a t  m  t  m  t  m  tʃ         (tsyʊ  ) 
monkey *kɪ  ma ŋ-k m  ŋ-k m  ŋ-k m  ŋky     (ŋky   ) 
hoe *t m  t mo t m  t mu ty      
hundred *k m  mu-ŋk m  ŋ-k m  ŋ-k m  ŋ-k     
python *bomo mbomo m-bomo m-bomo m-b   
to send out *tʊ ma t m  t m  t m  t         (tʊ   ) 
husband *dʊ me mu-  m   -  m   -  m  u-      (-lʊ  ʊ ) 
chief *k mu m-f mu mf mu mf mu mpf    (mpfʊ   ʊ ) 
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3.2 Vowel lengthening 
Vowel lengthening, and sometimes also glide formation, result from the deletion of the 
C₂ *d in *nd sequences, as the following data from Hombert (ibid) shows1 (the final 
example is my own):  
  'to become black'  PB *pinda       Boma-Nzikou:  /piina/   
   'thorn'                         *c                                     /ntsyɛ ɛ  nɛ / 

  'to start'                     *-b                                   /ub    / 
   'to desire'                   *-t                                    / ut    n / 
   'striped rat'                *-b                                   /mbyɛ ɛ  nɛ /  
 
C₂ *d deletion is not the only trigger of vowel lengthening and glide formation, since this 
can also result from a PB prefix and a root merging: e.g. 'child' PB: *mu-y    ; Boma-
Nzikou: m     .  
 
3.3 Hiatus sequences 
In addition to PB *m and *mb loss, the deletion of PB *ŋg    C₂ p   t         c u    
hiatus in Boma-Nzikou, but without nasalisation  f V₂2. The following examples are from 
Hombert (1986: 370) and my own data:  
 

'to surround'   PB: *dinga       Boma-Nzikou: /udzia/     *i+a   = /ia/ 
            'to hunt' *bɪnga  /ubia/ *i +a  = /ia/ 

'neck' *k  g   /ŋk  /       *i+o   = /ii/ 
'to become red'     *b ŋg   /biɛ/         *e+a  = /iɛ/ 

            'to refuse' *b ŋg   /ubɪ  a/ *e+ a  = /ɪa/ 
            'to fry' *k ŋg   /ukaa/ *a+a  = /aa/ 

'news'  *c ŋg   /ntsaa/     *a+o  = /aa/ 
'knee' *b ŋg   /b   /        *o+o  = /u / 
'to teach' *  ŋg   /lu /        *o+a  = /u / 
'moon'  *cʊ ŋgɪ    /ntsɥ  /  *ʊ+ɪ   = /ɥii/ 
'pepper' *dʊ ŋgʊ    /and   /     *ʊ+ʊ  = /uu/ 
'to fan' *pʊŋg   /upua/ *ʊ+a  = /ua/  

 
This PB *ŋg deletion gives rise to similar hiatus sequences to the reflexes listed in 3.1 
above,  xc pt th t V₂          g r     y    b ck       and is not nasalised: 
 

       *V₁[+fr  t]              ŋg V₂  →  /ia, ii, iɛ, ɪa/ 
       *V₁[+   ]                ŋg V₂  →   /aa/         
       *V₁[+b ck, +mid]   ŋg V₂  →   /u /  
       *V₁[+b ck, +h gh]  ŋg V₂  →   /uu, ua, ɥii/ 
 
Table 5 (my data) shows that hiatus sequences have also emerged in Boma-Nzikou as a 
result of the deletion of PB palatal and velar consonants *c, *k, *g. The data shows a 
pr gr        f C₂      fr m   ft t  r ght,   th Kukuy      T g  m  t y r t     g   similar 
C₂ t  PB, Ty       Fuumu Wuumu  h    g   C₂  h ch       k      r h       pp  r  , 
and the Boma-N  k u     Ngu g     h    g C₂     t          ry c   .  

                                                 
1 C₂ deletion has gone one stage further in Ngungwel, in that the entire *nd complex deletes (Hombert 1986). 
2
 Joseph Muluwa (personal communication) confirms that diphthongisation  (which in this case corresponds to 

hiatus formation) without nasalisation is a common result of PB *-ŋg deletion in Bantu B70-80. Unlike deletion 

of the labial plosive b, deletion of the velar plosive g blocks nasalisation. 
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Table 5: PB C₂     t     f *k, *g and *c in Boma-Nzikou verbs resulting in CVV and CV 
stems (in bold), contrasted 5 other Teke varieties  
 

PB Kukuya  Tege  Tyee Fuumu/ 
Wuumu 

Boma-
Nzikou  

Ngu-
ngwel 

Glosses 

*diik- kidziiga kadziga  dziɣi udziba/dzia udzia/dzi  odzio to bury 
-- kilwiege --  ɥɛ ɣɛ uwɛ ɣɛ/ywɛ  uɥ   y    y    to send 
*dog- kil g  kal g   l  ɣ  ul   ul ( ) olu  to do sorcery 
*coc- kisaga --  saɣa -- us ( ) -- to look for 
*cʊk- kiswaaga kaswaga     (ɣ)a uswa(g)a uswaa/swa  oʃuo to wash 
-- kibw  g  kabw  g   b   ub   ub   ub    to break (intr) 
dʊ k- k   g  kaluga      u    ulʊ       to vomit 

 
Thus we can add the following sequences for verbs: 
 

  * V₁[+h gh, +fr  t]   k     V₂         →   / ia, i /  
  *V₁ [+mid, +front]    ?     V₂         →   /ɥi , u /  
  *V₁[+m  , -front]     g/c  V₂        →   /u ,   /  
  *V₁[+h gh, -front]    k      V₂        →  /ʊ , a /  
 
The deletion of PB *m, mb,  , c, ŋg, k and g appears to account for most of the hiatus 
sequences found in Boma-Nzikou, although this list is not exhaustive1. 
  
3.4. The high vowels /ɪ/ and /ʊ/  
Kristensen and Kristensen note in their phonological sketch of Boma (1986) that /i/ is 
sometimes pronounced close to [e], and that /u/ has the variants [ɷ]     [ʉ]. I p   t 
(R h r m    t    2012) th t th     r     f ct th    c      gr           ɪ       ʊ . 
This interpretation is supported by Rod Casali, who analysed Boma vowels and 
measured their acoustic height in 2002. Casali (personal communication 2002) describes 
this kind of vowel system in general as follows: 

 
I  my  xp r   c …th  'cu pr t'    c      h r   t      ff cu t t    c     m  g 5, 7,  r 9 
vowels very often turns out to be a seven-       y t m    ɪ ɛ     ʊ u  ( h r  ɪ ɛ   ʊ  r  
lax or '-ATR'       ). [...] th  ph   t c   ff r  c  b t     th  h gh   x         ɪ ,  ʊ  
and the high tense vowels /i/, /u/ is often rather difficult to hear, and native speakers 
may not always be able to reliably describe the difference, especially if they are 
influenced by familiarity with some other orthography that does not represent these 
distinctions. 

 
Casali's comments describe well the Boma-Nzikou situation. However, in comparing PB 
words containing *ɪ and *ʊ with their Boma-Nzikou equivalents, I found in the majority 
of cases no equivalence between the PB and Boma-Nzikou words, and conclude 
th r f r  th t  ɪ       ʊ     B m -Nzikou are not the original PB high vowels. Assuming 
that Boma-Nzikou grew out of Proto-Teke which did not have  ɪ       ʊ , these high 
vowels appear to have emerged more recently in Boma-Nzikou      r  u t  f C₂ deletion.  
 
Table 6 indicates that PB *ɪ and *ʊ have become /i/ and /u/ in the Teke varieties. Table 
6 also shows examples of minimal pairs which exisit between /i, ɪ, e/ and /u, ʊ, o/ in 

                                                 
1
 In Boma-Nzikou today the word final sequences /-aa~-aɔ/,  -  ~-aɔ /, /-ɛɛ~-ɛɔ/ and  -ɛ  ɛ  ~-ɛɔ / are in 

free variation. This is sometimes, but not always the case for /-iɔ~-ia/, /-iɔ ~-i /, /-ɪɔ~-ɪa/ and /ɪɔ ~-ɪ /.  
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Boma-Nzikou. Minimal pairs between /i - ɪ/ and /u - ʊ/ are fairly common. However, 
there are far fewer true minimal pairs between /ɪ - e/ and /ʊ - o/, and this contrast 
never occurs in verb stems.  
 
In Ngungwel, /e/ and /o/ are mostly found where /ɪ/ and /ʊ/ occur in Boma-Nzikou. 
More research is needed to determine whether /ɪ/ and /ʊ/ in Boma-Nzikou could be 
allophones of /e/ and /o/ or whether they really are phonemes.  
 
Table 6 : Boma-Nzikou minimal pairs between /i, ɪ, e/ and /u, ʊ, o/ and their equivalents 
in PB and other Teke varieties 
 

PB1 Boma-Nzikou  Fuumu Ngungwel Tege Tyee English gloss 
-- 
-- 
-- 

ki 
kɪ   
k  

ki 
k u 
-- 

ki 
k i 
-- 

k   
kɛ a 
k r  

ki 
k h  ky h  
ɛk h  

this (class 5) 
pipe 
jigger (insect) 

*bɪ  ɪ 
-- 

 b  
ibɪ   

 b   
ibwɛ  

ob  
ob  

ɛb   
b ri  

lɛb  
lɛb h  

bad 
fresh, raw 

*bɪng 
*b  g 

ubia  
ubɪ  a 

ubia 
ub a 

 b    
 b  

kabia 
k b r  

 bii/ byii 
 b h  

to hunt  
to refuse 

*pʊ  
-- 
-- 

ibu 
ibʊ/ebʊ 
ib o    o 

ibu 
ibu 
 b o 

-- 
eboo 
     

-- 
kabu 
kal  ɣ  

ɛbu/ibu 
ɛbuɣu 
ɛl  ɣ  

bark, peel, skin 
lower back 
thing 

-- 
-- 

ub    
ubʊ  

ub   
ub   

obw   
ob   

kabw  g  
k b g  

 b   
 b ɣu 

to break (intr.) 
to heal 

-- 
-- 

uf  /uʃ   
ufʊ  

u    
uf   

oʃ   
 f   

-- 
k f g  

 ʃ   
 f ɣu 

to show  
to cover 

 
As Table 7 shows, velar plosives /g/ and /k/    C₂ p   t    following /u/ in Kukuya and 
Tege have become weakened to /ɣ/ in Tyee, and have disappeared in Boma-Nzikou and 
Ngungwel, changing the vowels to /ʊ/ (nouns) or /ʊ / (verbs) in Boma-Nzikou and /o, 
oo/ in Ngungwel. Wh r  th  C₂     m     Kukuya, Tege and Tyee, the back vowel is 
nasalised in Boma-Nzikou due to the loss of /m/. In Ngungwel, /m/ is either deleted in 
favour of a nasalised vowel, or retained if the following word begins with a vowel.  
 
Table 7: Boma-Nzikou words containing ʊ/ʊ  compared with 4 other Teke varieties 

 

                                                 
1
 Many PB reconstructions do not correspond to the Teke reflexes and are therefore not given.   

Kukuya Tege Tyee Boma/Nzikou Ngungwel gloss 
  ug  dzug  dzuɣu dzʊʊ       frog 
t  gu tʃ gu  t  ɣu tsʊ ʊ t   /tʃ  day 
k b k  k b g   b ɣu ubʊ    b   to heal 
k f k  k f g   f ɣu ufʊ    f   to cover 
m   m     m  mulumu ulʊ  ʊ          m husband 
 t m   t m   t m  ntʊ      t     t m messenger 
 y m  y m  gy m  yʊ  ʊ  y    y m pregnancy 
k y m  k y m  oyimi uyʊ      y     y m to sing 
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With regard to the front vowel /ɪ/, PB reconstructions for Boma-Nzikou words, where 
available, show /ɪ/emerging following the deletion of PB *c/j, *ŋg or *b/k: 
 

 PB:  *bɪ  cɪ  Boma-Nzikou: /-bɪ  ɪ/ 'fresh, raw' 
        *j co                          /dzɪ  ɪ/ 'eye'  
        *k    k c                          /tswɪ  / 'leaf' 
        *b  g-                          /ubɪ  a/ 'to refuse' 
        *k b  k k                         /ntswɪ  /  'chicken' 

 
Table 8 shows Boma-Nzikou words containing /ɪ/ compared with Ngungwel, Tyee, Tege 
and Kukuya equivalents. In several cases there is no C₂  n Kukuya, just a long vowel.  
The Tyee words contain mostly /h/    C₂ and Tege mostly /r/.  
 
Table 8: Boma-Nzikou words containing /ɪ/ compared with 4 other Teke varieties 
 

Boma-Nzikou Ngungwel Tyee Tege Kukuya Gloss 
bɪɪ      be b h  bɪ  ri/bri b   we, us 
dzɪ  ɪ       hi dzɪ  ɪrɪ dzíi eye 
tswɪ   tʃ  t   r  t   r  t    r  leaf 
ntswɪ    t     t  h  ntʃ r   t  u chicken 
ubɪ  a  b   bihi -bɪ  ra k b   to refuse 
ukɪ   /kɪ  a  k    k h  kɪ  lɪɣa k    g  to accept, believe 
unɪ /nɪ  a onzio  ɲ h  -- kiniiga to shake, stir 
uyɪ  a/yɛ  oyio  yɛ hɛ -y r g  k y  k  to teach, instruct 
usɪ  a oʃuu    h  -   r  -- to allow, let 
ubvɪ  a/bvɪ     b  u  b  ɣu -b  r g  -- to save, heal 
ukwɪ  a/kwɪ     k u  kwuhu -k r  k k  b  to raise (up) 
ukɪ    --  kɛ ɛ   kɛ mɛ ŋɛ k k m  to hesitate, doubt 
 

The Boma-Nzikou second degree front vowel /ɪ/ corresponds to the first degree front 
vowel /i/ in Tyee, Tege and Kukuya, and /i/ or /e/ in Ngungwel. However,  h r  V₁ 
follows a semi-vowel or an affricate, V₁ is a first degree back vowel in the other 
varieties. In the final example in Table 8, the deleted nasal C₂ /m/ from the stem /-kɪ /, 
is still found in Tege and Kukuya.   
 
Boma-Nzikou words containing long second degree vowels  ʊʊ 1      ɪɪ  compared with 
Tyee, Tege and Kukuya equivalents (Table 9) reveal that in most cases the stems in the 
other varieties are C₁V₁C₂V₂CɜVɜ,     th t    y C₂     t   ( ft r C₂     Cɜ change 
places in some cases), causing the long vowel between consonants in Boma-Nzikou. 
 
Table 9: Boma -Nzikou words containing /ʊʊ/¹ and /ɪɪ/ compared with 4 other Teke 
varieties  
 

Boma-Nzikou Tyee Tege Kukuya gloss 
ubvʊʊ    b uɣunu b u uŋ  ubvunuma collision, meeting 
u  yʊ ʊ        m       m ŋ  kidzimina ignorance, oversight 
uyʊ ʊ     y ɣ    -- k y   g  to fix, repair 
u ɪ  ɪ  la    ɣili k      k       k     g  to set upright 

                                                 
1
 /ʊʊ in Boma is often pronounced as /uu/ in Nzikou. 
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3.5 'Phonemisation' of the fourth degree vowels [e] and [o] 
The fourth degree vowels [e] and [o] function as allophones of /ɛ/ and / / before the 
high vowels /i/ and sometimes /u/1. The following +/-ATR vowel harmony rules operate:   
 

  ɛ  →     __ Ci 
      →    /__ Ci/u 

 
This harmonisation is seen very clearly in verbs, where infinitives have only the thrid 
degree vowels /ɛ/ and / /, which become [e] and [o] respectively in the past tense, to 
harmonise with the past tense marker FV /-i/, as the following examples show. In nouns 
also, a FV /-i/ causes the thrid degree vowel roots to become fourth degree vowels: 
  

  /ulyɛɛlɛ/ 'to say'    but    /ndyɛ alyeeli/             'he said' 
           /uɲ  n /      'to open'          but    /ndyɛ aɲooni/aɲoonu/     'he opened 
           /ukɛ ɛ  nɛ/ 'desert'           but    /uʃ   /             'straw' 
           /k  r / 'paw'               but    /   f   /             'lung' 

 
When the verb has a shortened CVV or CV stem following C₂ deletion, and the infinitive 
FV is /- / or /-ɛ/, the past tense marker FV /-i/ is not seen, but the infinitive FV /- / 
and /-ɛ/ becomes [-o] and [-e] respectively, in harmony with the underlying /-i/. A 
further process of +/-ATR harmonisation results in all /ɛ/ or / / root vowels also 
becoming [e] or [o]. 
 

         e.g.  /ulu /  'to teach'  /mɛ    u ~ lue/    'I taught' 
/ubɪ   /  'to shout'  /mɛ   bɪ  o/       'I shouted' 
/uɥ  /  'to send'  /mɛ   ɥ  /       'I sent' 
/uw  /  'to collapse'  /mɛ      /       'I collapsed' 

 /unɛ /  'to join together' /mɛ      /       'I joined together' 
 /uyɛɛ/  'to free'  /mɛ   y  /       'I freed' 

/u  ɛ/           'to lick'  /mɛ      /              'I licked' 
 /ub  /  'to obtain'  /mɛ   b /         'I obtained' 
 /umɛ/  'to remove'  /mɛ   m /             'I removed' 

       
In the case of a nasalised FV /-ɛ / and /-  / however, the nasalisation blocks 
harmonisation, and the past tense FV remains the same as the infinitive form. Similarly, 
a /ʊ/ root vowel before a FV /- / resists harmonisation, and the past tense FV 
assimilates to /ʊ/.  
        

            e.g.   /uta  /  'to play'  /mɛ  ita  / 'I played' 
 /uyɛ ɛ  /  'to sleep'  /mɛ   yɛ  ɛ  / 'I slept' 

/ubi  /  'to touch'  /mɛ   b   / 'I touched' 
 /us  /  'to enter'  /mɛ      / 'I entered' 

/uyʊ   /  'to sing'  /mɛ   yʊ  ʊ / 'I sang' 
/uyʊ  /  'to listen'  /mɛ   yʊ ʊ/ 'I listened' 

 
The above examples show that [o] and [e] serve as past tense markers in shortened verb 
stems (except where vowel harmony is blocked), and thus function as phonemes, giving 
rise to minimal pairs between /ɛ, e/ and / , o/: 
 

                                                 
1
 In addition to this, [e ~ ɛ] are often in free variation:e.g.  /   ɛ ~    e/   oun er si lin    /sɛ  ~  s / 'roof 
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          e.g.  /ndyɛ     ɛ/    'he will lick'       /ndyɛ      /   'he licked' 
 /ndyɛ   bɪ   /   'he will shout' /ndyɛ   bɪ  o/  'he shouted' 
 
Koen Bostoen and Joseph Koni Muluwa (2011) describe a similar process in Hungan, a 
Bantu H42 language spoken across the Congo River in DRC, not far from the Teke 
cluster. They refer to a 'vowel split' where the third degree vowel phonemes /ɛ/ and / / 
and their allophones [e] and [o] have become four mid-vowels phonemes: /ɛ,  , e, o/. 
"The vowel split itself started out as an internally-motivated allophonic variation 
between tense and lax mid vowels that subsequently became phonologized through an 
externally-motivated loss of the conditioning environment." (Bostoen and Muluwa 
2011:248). We can also see an externally-motivated loss of the conditioning 
environment in Boma-Nzikou, with truncated verb stems causing the loss of the past 
tense FV /-i/.  
 
 
4. Conclusion   
A significant phonological change which has taken place in Boma-Nzikou is the 
widespread     t     f C₂ of PB stems. In some cases the deletion concerns a nasal, in 
others a plosive, and in still other cases, an entire nasal + plosive sequence. As a result, 
a series of hiatus sequences have arisen which are not attested elsewhere in Boma-
N  k u,     th  FV               f th      t   C₂  as a bilabial nasal. Vowel lengthening 
and glide formation have also occurred in some cases. 
 
Of particular significance is that the Boma-Nzikou vowels resulting from C₂        c u   
the second degree high vowels /ɪ/ and /ʊ/. PB reconstructions show that these vowels 
are not usually found in Boma-Nzikou equivalent words where PB has them, but rather 
where a PB C₂ *k/g, *m  or *mb has been deleted in the case of /ʊ/, and perhaps *c/j or 
*ŋg in the case of /ɪ/. This needs further investigation, especially in the case of /ɪ/.  
 
A further process which this analysis brings to light is the emergence of /e/ and /o/ as 
phonemes in the verb system, as a result of C₂     t        vowel harmony processes. 
The past marker FV /-i/ no longer appears in the surface structure of stems ending in   
/-ɛ/ and /- /, but it's underlying presence in the past tense causes FVs /ɛ/ and / / to 
become the +ATR equivants /e/ and /o/, and thus phonemes in their own right.  
 
C₂      c   b  clearly seen in comparison with other Teke varieties. The data shows that 
Kukuya is th  m  t r    t  t t  C₂     ,  h r    C₂     t     ccur  m r  fr qu  t y  n 
Fuumu and Tyee. Ngungwel has even more contracted forms than Boma-Nzikou, and has 
/o/ and /e/ as phonemes which often appear where Boma-Nzikou has /ʊ/ and /ɪ/. This 
may indicate that /ʊ/ and /ɪ/ could in fact be phonetic variants of /o/ and /e/ in Boma-
Nzikou, but further research with a wider corpus would be needed to confirm this.  
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